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Qualities I Am Thankful For

Many people have different things to be thankful for. It could be qualities we have or
the people in our lives. Looking at the qualities we have ourselves are important because
we are here for a purpose and we help make the world a better place with these qualities.
It could be being kind or even just being smart. These traits can make change possible.
All different people have different qualities, and that's ok because humans are made to be
different. These qualities are developed over time by the people around us. You could be
hanging out with someone who is mean and you can develop that quality because you
think it's the right thing to do. If you see someone being kind to others, you can develop
the trait of kindness from seeing what that person does for others. So, these traits are
good to have because they differ from person to person.

I have many qualities. They are one of the things that I am very thankful to have. A
quality that I have that I think is very important to have is being kind. I’ve always been
kind since I was a young kid. I saw my family members helping out people and I started
to do the same. I would help kids in class and donate to charities, which I still do. If I see
a person who is upset, I will help them because there have been times in my life where
I’ve been upset and I feel like that extra comfort really means a lot to others. The world
can be a mean place, so kindness can help being the solution to that problem. Another
quality that I am thankful for is being smart. I usually do very well in school and that is
important because you will do well in the future and that is a main priority of mine. I
excel in different subjects. I am proud to be smart because it can help the world one day.
Being smart can lead to many good things. It can lead to cures for diseases or something
to reach our basic needs daily. We are very lucky to have a good education because in
some other countries, people might not have as good an education or they might not even
have education. Many people want to make a difference in the world, and education is a
key to success. These two qualities are so very important to me and I hope they pay off in
the future.

As you can see, there are many good qualities that people can have. They can be very
significant, leading to the person you will become in the future. This time of year is a
time to reflect and think about what you are grateful for, whether it’s a person or an
object. But sometimes we forget to think of the qualities we have to be grateful for. They
make up who you are and they are something that you should be very proud of. And so I
am glad that I took the time to reflect on the qualities I was thankful for: being kind and
being smart.




